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Nuclear pore complexes (NPCs) mediate the exchange of proteins and RNAs
between the cytoplasm and the nucleoplasm of eukaryotic cells. Signal-depen-
dent transport cargos must assemble with soluble nuclear transport receptors to
form transport complexes, which must then be disassembled after transport.
The assembly and disassembly of transport complexes is promoted by proteins
near the cytoplasmic and nucleoplasmic exit sides of the NPC. Here we report
the use of single molecule fluorescence resonance energy transfer (smFRET)
and particle tracking to investigate the choreography of importin alpha/CAS
complex assembly and disassembly in permeabilized cells. Importin alpha
acts with importin beta to transport cargos into the nucleus. We directly
show that importin alpha/CAS complexes form in the nuclear basket region
of the NPC, at the termination of the nuclear import process. These newly
formed importin alpha/CAS complexes are preferentially released into the nu-
cleus rather than immediately exported to the cytoplasm. The rapid dissociation
of some importin alpha/CAS complexes at the NPC is consistent with the for-
mation of a transient (2-4 ms lifetime) cargo/importin alpha/CAS complex,
which disassembles either by losing a CAS or a cargo molecule. These data in-
dicate that assembly and disassembly reactions occur concomitantly and sto-
chastically. Importin alpha mutants confirm that the nucleoporin Nup50 pro-
motes importin alpha/CAS complex assembly and that the smFRET signals
observed at the NPC result from specific interactions rather than chance en-
counters. The disassembly of importin alpha/CAS complexes occurs after ex-
port in the cytoplasmic filament region of the NPC. This disassembly reaction
is promoted by RanGTPase activating factors, indicating that GTP hydrolysis
catalyzes the dissociation process. Thus, we clearly demonstrate the power
of single particle tracking and smFRET for monitoring molecular interactions
with high time resolution (2 ms) in a complex system.
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Messenger ribonucleoprotein particles (mRNPs) move randomly within the nu-
cleoplasm on their way to the nuclear pore [1]. In interphase the decondensed
chromatin of mammalian cells largely governs the structure of the intranuclear
environment and therefore has a strong impact on mRNPmobility. The salivary
gland cell nuclei of Chironomus tentans harbor giant polytene chromosomes,
where chromatin is compact and surrounded by extended regions of
nucleoplasm void of chromatin. This allows studying mRNP mobility under
conditions, which presumably correspond to that of interchromatin channels
in mammalian cell nuclei. In this domain we examined the intranuclear move-
ment of a specific endogenous mRNP, the BR2 mRNP, by high-speed single
molecule fluorescence microscopy [2]. mRNP dynamics could be characterized
by four diffusion coefficients, 0.015mm2/s, 0.23mm2/s, 0.7mm2/s and 3.7mm2/s,
respectively.
We now used 2’-O-Me-RNA oligonucleotides and molecular beacons to label
the mRNPs in vivo, and studied the mobility of the BR2 mRNPs by comple-
mentary state-of-the-art fluorescence microscopy techniques: single molecule
tracking, FCS, line scanning FCS and raster image correlation spectroscopy.
These quantitative methods revealed that mobility components >3mm2/s
were likely due to unbound oligonucleotides. The remaining components
were shown to be typical for BR2 mRNP movement with all techniques and
labelling approaches used.
The BR2 mRNPs moved in a discontinuous manner in the chromatin-free nu-
cleoplasm. That reflects transient interactions between diffusing BR2 mRNPs
and submicroscopic intranuclear structures not containing chromatin. To reveal
the nature of the transient mRNP immobilization we examined the impact of
the nuclear actin-binding protein hrp65-2, as well as hrp65-1 on mRNP mobil-
ity. Altogether, our experiments provided a comprehensive view on the intra-
nuclear trafficking of native mRNPs.
[1] Gorski SA, Dundr M, T. Misteli. CurrOpinCellBiol. 2006 Jun; 18(3):
284-90.
[2] Siebrasse JP, Veith R, Dobay A, Leonhardt H, Daneholt B, U. Kubitscheck.
PNAS. 2008 Dec 23; 105(51):20291-6.1600-Pos
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Nucleocytoplasmic transport across the nuclear pore complex (NPC) perma-
nently occurs in mammalian cells via a multitude of pathways. The NPC is
the only entrance to and exit from the nucleus for macromolecules. Therefore
detailed study of the transport process is of great importance for both an under-
standing of the mechanism as well as development of specific manipulation
techniques relevant e.g. for drug delivery.
Single molecule fluorescence microscopy allows observing particles and mol-
ecules during the transit across the nuclear envelope revealing dwell times,
which reflect the time needed for translocation. We were able to determine
dwell times of several import receptors in vitro [1] and in live cells [2].
Here, we focus on nuclear export, which is difficult to explore, because the nu-
clear interior and its functional factors are experimentally less accessible than
the cytoplasm. We examined the NPC translocation of soluble export receptors:
CRM1, which among others exports NES bearing cargos, CAS, which exports
Importin alpha, Tap and NXT1, which function as mRNA export factors. Dwell
times are observed both in an in vitro system based on digitonin-permeabilized
cells and in vivo microinjecting receptors into the nucleus. To maintain their
functionality the mentioned proteins can only be labelled with a low dye to pro-
tein ratio and are therefore prone to photobleaching and rather dim. Hence
HILO illumination [3] has been applied to perform experiments. Selective illu-
mination of only a thin sheet within the cells next to the coverslip allows work-
ing with relatively low laser power and yields a signal-to-noise ratio superior to
that obtained with epi-illumination.
[1] U. Kubitscheck et al, JCB 2005, 168, 233-243.
[2] T. Dange et al, JCB 2008, 183, 77-86.
[3] M. Tokunaga et al, Nat. Methods 2008, 5, 159 - 161.
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Small molecules - less than 40 kD - diffuse freely through nuclear pores be-
tween the cytoplasm and nucleus. Large proteins and macromolecular com-
plexes require active transport across the nuclear envelope via soluble transport
factors or carrier molecules. Some carrier molecules themselves form com-
plexes as they cycle between the nucleus and cytoplasm. One such transport
factor is NTF2, which is known to play a primary role in the maintenance of
the Ran gradient, but the oligomeric state of NTF2 and its function in transport
are not well established. We observe that NTF2 exists as a monomer-dimer
equilibrium in the cell, and we characterize several NTF2 mutants to investi-
gate the influence of NTF2 dimerization on nucleocytoplasmic transport. We
apply two-photon activation in vivo to examine the transport of photoactivable
GFP-tagged carrier proteins. We also use fluorescence fluctuation spectroscopy
and brightness analysis in the cell to investigate the oligomerization of the
NTF2 mutants. We establish the efficacy of brightness analysis in a cell free
expression system and use it to check oligomerization of NTF2 and its mutants
in vitro. This work is supported by NIH grant R01GM064589.
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All materials entering or exiting the eukaryotic cell nucleus pass through Nu-
clear Pore Complexes (NPCs), large transport channels embedded in the nu-
clear envelope. NPCs allow passive diffusion of small molecules, while larger
cargos require transport receptors to facilitate passage. How NPCs achieve this
exquisite selectivity remains unclear. We have developed a single molecule im-
aging assay, based on small (18nm diameter) custom protein-coupled Quantum
Dots (QDs), to study the motion of cargos as they approach, translocate and exit
the NPC. Optical tracking of the QD cargos with a mean spatial precision of
6nm and a temporal resolution of 25ms, allowed us to characterize individual
steps involved in the import reaction and characterize NPC selectivity. Single
cargo trajectories reveal a size-selective cargo barrier positioned in the cyto-
plasmic moiety of the central channel and the majority of the QDs are rejected
early rather than spending long periods of time partitioned in the channel.
308a Monday, February 22, 2010Within the channel, cargos move in a non-directional manner, consistent with
anomalous subdiffusion in a crowded volume, with dimensions of ~55 nm in
width and ~68 nm in length. By varying the number of import receptors on
the surface of the cargo, we find that the translocation is not governed by simple
receptor-NPC binding interactions and that the central channel behaves in ac-
cordance with the ‘selective phase’ model. Finally, in the absence of Ran, car-
gos still explore the entire volume of the NPC, but have a dramatically reduced
probability of exit into the nucleus from the pore, suggesting that NPC entry
and exit steps are not equivalent and that the pore is functionally asymmetric
to importing cargos.
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Nuclear pore complex (NPC) is the sole pathway for direct communication be-
tween the cytoplasm and the nucleoplasm of eukaryotic cell. Based on the cri-
teria of the molecular size exclusion, the NPC allows unregulated passive dif-
fusion of small molecules (< 40 kDa) and facilitated translocation of larger
molecules (up to 50 MDa). While recent evidence suggests a third transport
mode: Ca2þ regulated transport. In details, the nuclear pore permeability can
be regulated by Ca2þ stored in the lumen of nuclear envelope and endoplasmic
reticulum. However, the mechanism of Ca2þ regulated transport remains
poorly understood. Here we applied a speedy single molecule fluorescence mi-
croscopy to characterize the dependence of the nuclear pore passive permeabil-
ity on the Ca2þ store concentration by snapshots of real-time transient move-
ments of 3 - 40 kDa dextran molecules through the NPCs. We observed
novel features under real-time trafficking conditions that escape detection by
ensemble measurements: decreased amount of Ca2þ in the store induced re-
stricted passive diffusion of dextran molecules with longer diffusion times
and lower transport efficiencies through the NPCs. Dextran molecules cannot
penetrate deeply into the nuclear pore and the majority were rejected or trapped
by likely barriers formed on both sides of NPCs when the stored calcium was
significantly depleted. Our results suggest that a filamentous structure that oc-
cludes the NPC may be altered by the depletion of calcium in the store.
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Translocation of macromolecules through the nuclear pore complex (NPC) is
hindered by the phenylalanine-glycine (FG) repeats barrier unless they are
chaperoned by transport receptors in eukaryotic cells. However, challenged
by measuring a series of transient interactions between the transport receptor
and the FG repeats, the precise mechanism of the facilitated translocation re-
mains unclear. We applied single-point edge-excitation sub-diffraction
(SPEED) microscopy to obtain a three-dimensional density map of the transient
interactions with a spatiotemporal resolution of 9 nm and 400 ms. We observed
novel features under real-time trafficking conditions that escape detection by
conventional electron microscopy: the actual pathway of facilitated transloca-
tion through the NPC is not completely restricted by the NPC architecture; the
primary interaction sites between Importin b1 (Imp b1, a major transport recep-
tor) and the FG repeats locate symmetrically on the cytoplasmic and nucleo-
plasmic sides of the nuclear pore; Imp b1 only rarely occupies a central channel
of approximate 10-20 nm diameter along the NPC axis, but the Imp b1-assisted
cargo molecules expand their pathways into the central channel.
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In eukaryotic cells, exchange of macromolecules between the cytoplasm and
the nucleus is mediated by specialized transport factors. By binding to these
transporters, cargo molecules which are otherwise excluded from entering
the nucleus can traverse the nuclear pore efficiently. Most of the proteins me-
diating nuclear import and export belong to the importin beta family. The trans-
port cycle of importin beta starts with recognition of the cargo in the cytoplasm.
The importin-cargo complex then crosses the permeability barrier of the nu-
clear pore and enters the nucleus, where the complex dissociates upon binding
of RanGTP to importin beta.
Importin beta has a superhelical structure and exhibits a great intrinsic flexibil-
ity, which is needed for recognition of a wide variety of ligands [1]. Although
small angle scattering data, as well as previous molecular dynamics studies, in-dicate that in solution importin beta adopts a rather open conformation, most
crystal structures exhibit a compact conformation of the superhelix [2, 3].
We carried out all-atom molecular dynamics simulations of importin beta in
aqueous solution and in hydrophobic media and found a large influence of
the hydrophobicity of the environment on conformation and dynamical proper-
ties of importin beta. Our results indicate that the structural plasticity of impor-
tin beta is not only important for cargo recognition, but that its dependence on
the environment plays an important role in the transport process. We propose
a mechanism by which opening and closing of importin beta during nuclear im-
port facilitate cargo binding, transport and release.
[1]Conti, E.;Mu¨ller,C.W.&Stewart,M.CurrOpinStructBiol 2006,16, 237-244.
[2] Fukuhara, N.; Fernandez, E.; Ebert, J.; Conti, E. & Svergun, D. J Biol Chem
2004, 279, 2176-2181.
[3] Zachariae, U. & Grubmu¨ller, H. Structure 2008, 16, 906-915.
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The nuclear pore complex (NPC) is an important macromolecular structure that
gates the aqueous pores between the cytoplasm and nucleoplasm of cells and
controls all nucleo-cytoplasmic transport and communication such as the im-
port of proteins from the cytoplasm and the export of RNA from the nucleus.
The NPC forms a barrier that maintains a tight seal against cytoplasmic parti-
cles larger than 4 nm while simultaneously allowing the facilitated transport of
specially ‘‘tagged’’ particles up to 40 nm diameter, at speeds comparable to free
diffusion! The key to the selectivity is hypothesized to be due to a large number
of NPC proteins that fill the pore and potentially interact with each other and the
cargo. However, despite numerous studies on the structure and properties of in-
dividual NPC proteins, the actual structure of the complex within the nuclear
pore and its mechanism of operation are virtually unknownwith leading models
of nuclear pore transport assuming vastly different morphologies for the NPC
protein complex filling the nuclear pore. Here, we use a bottom-up approach,
applying the physics of polymer brushes to understand the three dimensional
architecture of the complex based on experimental understanding of the prop-
erties of individual NPC proteins. Our results indicate that there exist transi-
tions between distinct brush morphologies (open and closed states of the
gate), which can be triggered by the presence of cargo with specific surface
properties. This has led to development of the Discrete Gate Model - an exper-
imental data driven theoretical model. The resulting transport mechanism, that
we propose, is fundamentally different from existing models and points to
a novel form of gated transport in operation within the nuclear pore complex.
Our results can also be extended to designing and optimizing novel forms of
biomimetic transport based on this mechanism.
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The concentration profile of Bicoid protein inD. melanogaster is an example of
a morphogen gradient that has been well studied by quantitative methods. Var-
ious models have been proposed which suggest that the layer of syncitial nuclei
which forms in the embryo prior to gastrulation plays a significant role in the
formation of this gradient. In particular, given the small cytoplasmic diffusion
constant of 0.3 microns2/s reported by Gregor et al., it has been proposed that
the nuclear motion coincident with mitotic divisions serves to extend the length
scale of the gradient. In this work we present time series measurements of the
Bicoid gradient in unfertilized eggs, which lack nuclei other than a single fe-
male pronucleus. We find that the unfertilized gradient takes a form similar
to the fertilized gradient modulated by a uniform positive offset across the
egg, consistent with the claim that syncitial nuclei do not extend the length
of the gradient. In addition, we present results of simulation to argue that nu-
clear trapping combined with observed nuclear motion is insufficient to resolve
the paradox of a small diffusion constant and an embryo-length gradient.
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